Selvol 418 Polyvinyl Alcohol for Emulsion
Polymerization
Sekisui Specialty Chemicals has developed a specific
grade of polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH) for emulsion
polymerization: Selvol 418. Selvol 418 is an intermediate
viscosity and hydrolysis grade (Table 1), providing a
balance of properties between those of fully and partially
hydrolyzed grades of Selvol.

routinely used partially hydrolyzed grades, Selvol 418
can provide improvements in water resistance and
greater compatibility with fully hydrolyzed PVOH even
in post addition with the increased hydrolysis level.
This allows formulation of adhesives with improved
water resistance.

The unique combination of properties offered in Selvol
418 allows for the development of emulsion polymers
with greater formulation capabilities. Selvol 418 can
be used by itself or in conjunction with other grades of
PVOH to product stable emulsions. When compared to

TABLE 1:
Typical Properties of Selvol 418 PVOH
Hydrolysis Level (%)

91-93

4% Solution Viscosity (cPs)

14-19

pH

4.5-7

Volatiles, % Max.

5

VOC's, % Max.

1

Ash, % Max.

0.90

FIGURE 1: Polymerization Procedure
VAM* and Catalyst**
Start (0 hr.)

End Run
(4 hr.)
Catalyst Stop
(2.75 hr.)

INITIAL FEED

PVOH 5 - 10 wt.%
on total VAM
Sodium Bicarbonate
(Buffer) Water

1

VAM Stop
(2.5 hr.)

INITIAL HEATING

POLYMERIZATION

POST POLYMERIZATION

50 - 55°C

70 - 74°C

65 - 70°C

*VAM and catalyst fed into reactor continuously during the polymerization.
** Catalyst: Redox (H2O2/Sodium Formaldehyde Sulfoxylate).
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TEST COMPARISONS
The following recipe was used to evaluate Selvol 418 vs. Selvol 523 (88%
hydrolyzed, medium viscosity grade) polyvinyl alcohols in emulsion
polymerization.

FIGURE 2:
Retention of Adhesive Strength after 5 minute Water Soak
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Table 2 shows the resulting emulsion properties using Selvol 418. Figure 2 is a
relative measure of water resistance and Figure 3 indicates the compatibility of
the emulsion with post-added PVOH. For these tests, Selvol 418 provides both
increased water resistance and improved compatibility with post-added PVOH.

TABLE 2:
Emulsion Properties Using Selvol 418 PVOH
6

% Solids

55

pH

5

Free Monomer (%)

<0.5

Viscosity (cPs)

1000

Thickening Ratio

2.3

Speed of Set (sec)

6-9

0.5 PLI

Selvol
418

Selvol
523

PVOH USED FOR STABILIZATION
* PLI = Pounds per Linear Inch

FIGURE 3: Compatibility Comparison between Selvol 418
and Selvol 523 Stabilized Emulsions
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GRADE OF PVOH
* Compatibility test run by mixing 50/50 by volume emulsion and 10 wt % PVOH solution.
The mixture was then diluted to a viscosity of 1000 cPs and stored for 1 week at 70˚C.
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To the best of our knowledge, the information contained herein is accurate. However, neither Sekisui nor any of its affiliates assumes any liability whatsoever for the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein. Final determination of
suitability of any material and whether there is any infringement of patents is the sole responsibility of the user. All chemicals may present unknown health hazards and should be used with caution. Although certain hazards may be described in this
publication, we cannot guarantee that these are the only hazards that exist. Users of any chemical should satisfy themselves by independent investigation of current scientific and medical knowledge that the material can be used safely. In addition, no
certification or claim in made as to the status, ,under any law or regulation, including but not limited to the Toxic Substances Control Act, of either the chemicals discussed above or any subsequent polymerization or reaction products that result from
a formulation containing them.

